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Report from Svalbard Social Science Ini/a/ve, SSSI,
side-mee/ng and workshop November 4, connected to the Svalbard Science Conference in Oslo,
November 2019.
Background
The Svalbard Social Science Iniiaive,
SSSI, (www.svalbardsocialscience.com),
has newly been founded as a
grassroots iniiaive that brings a
variety of social science researchers
together in order to provide a planorm
for the exchange and discussion of
research issues and results. While
social science research on Svalbard has
intensiﬁed over recent years, there has
been liole coordinaion and
communicaion between individual
projects that could equal the
coordinated research eﬀorts in
Svalbard-related research in some of
the natural sciences.
The Svalbard Social Science Iniiaive (SSSI) hosted a side-meeing and workshop about research that
focuses on the human dimension of living in Svalbard, a meeing and workshop that took place at
Scandic Fornebu, Oslo, on November 4 2019, as a side-meeing to the Svalbard Science Conference
2019. Through this iniiaive the members of SSSI wanted to give an introducion to the collaboraion
and work of the Svalbard Social Science Iniiaive and host a workshop about Social Science and
Humaniies Research on Svalbard. SSSI aims to ﬁll a gap by connecing social science and humaniies
research about Svalbard. The aim of the network is to create linkages among social scienists working
with issues related to Svalbard, establish a planorm for coordinaing research aciviies and to
facilitate communicaion with local communiies and other scienists.
In this side-meeing to the SCC, SSSI wanted to bring together people from the local communiies in
Svalbard with social science and humaniies researchers focused on Svalbard, so that together we
could look at the past, present and future of living on Svalbard and present current research projects
that focus on the human dimensions of the dynamic changes underway there.
Through workshops and group discussions, we aimed to strengthen the ways in which social science
and humaniies research can work with and for the community, as well as to consolidate the research
network and plan future aciviies. The SSSI workshop was supported by Nansen Environmental and
Remote Sensing Center (NERSC), and funded by the Svalbard Science Forum.
The side-mee/ng and workshop
Arer arrival and coﬀee the SSSI members welcomed the paricipants, and introduced them to the
main goal of the network and the topic of the side-meeing and workshop. The meeing was lead by
Lisbeth Iversen, Nersc, and each session was lead by diﬀerent members of the SSSI.
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Side mee/ng
Session 1 «Living on Svalbard: Looking at the Past, Present
and Future»
This ﬁrst session presented a series of invited speakers;
● Thor Bjørn Arlov, NTNU/UNIS
● Thomas Hylland Eriksen, UiO
● Peter Hemmersam, AHO
● Annlaug Kjelstad, Longyearbyen Local Council, (Longyearbyen Lokalstyre)

Thor Bjørn Arlov, NTNU/UNIS

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Thor Bjørn Arlov is a historian, specialized on the history of Svalbard and author of “Svalbards
historie“. He is senior advisor and Pro-Rector for Research at the Norwegian University of Science and
Technology (NTNU) in Trondheim and adjunct professor at UNIS in Longyearbyen. Arlov gave a talk
about Longyearbyen in a historical perspecive. He described some central characterisics of Svalbard:
it is a remote place, with no basis for organic growth of Svalbard’s communiies. It is an extreme
place, in terms of both locaion and climate. There is a limited resource base for human seolements
on the archipelago, which requires an umbilical cord to the mainland. It has been an uninhabited no
man’s land for most of its history. Among the central characterisics of Longyearbyen throughout its
history, he menioned that it is a local community, for a long ime it was a mining community and a
predominantly male community, and also a class community. The town was socially engineered to
become a “normal community” (which implies that before, it was not considered normal). It has
gradually become a family community but not yet a life-span community. Increasingly it is becoming
an internaional community. Arlov then described some long lines and milestones in the history of
Longyearbyen, from its establishment of a coal mining camp to the internaional, globalized, and
modern community that is Longyearbyen today. He argued that even though the 1970s are oren
considered the ime of Longyearbyen’s “modern breakthrough”, actually the 1990s, with the
restructuring of Store Norske, diversiﬁcaion and privaizaion, the establishment of local democracy
and increased internaionalizaion, as well as economic growth and demographic changes, were more
decisive in the development of “modern” Longyearbyen.
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Thomas Hylland Eriksen, UiO

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen

Thomas Hylland Eriksen, professor in social anthropology from the University of Oslo, held a speech
about Svalbard in the context of „overheaing“. Eriksen menioned the idenity-in-change of the place
that, arer the decline in mining, is searching for a new economic backbone, ﬁnding it at the moment
in tourism. He menioned the boom and bust phases of overheated places and also the fact that
isolated islands, even if they are diﬀerent in many aspects, do have something in common. That is
valid even for Svalbard where no naive populaion ever lived, and one of the reasons is that
indigenous peoples stopped being indigenous a long ime ago because of the contact with other
cultures and the impacts of globalizaion. Longyearbyen is an interesing site since it combines
aoributes of a village with characterisics of a big city. Another point raised was the one of scales. To
which extent is Longyearbyen a small-scale community? To which extent do people develop muliplex
relaions rather than uniplex? Eriksen asked what kind of narraive will be chosen in today’s situaion
and he suggested that it could be the story about how we got to the point in which we are now and
about the relaion to nature where there has always been some kind of extracion acivity. He
pointed out that narraives create a sense of belonging (aoachment rather than idenity) and
coninuity.
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Peter Hemmersam, AHO

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Peter Hemmersam, a professor at AHO, addressed «The Past, Present and Future of Arcic Ciies”.
It is not easy to answer the quesion: What is the Arcic? The answer is a long story. And what is a city
in the Arcic is also a long story. There are ciies in the Arcic that emerged as colonial ciies projected
into the Arcic, based on colonial, economic and strategic interests,
and there are ciies caused by industrialisaion and the conquest of the harsh environment by man.
One examples of this is Greenland, a part of Denmark, where a huge modernisaion programme took
place over several decades.
Peter Hemmersam has been working on this topic over ime, and together with his colleague Janike
Kampevold Larsen, he has edited a book called ” The Future North- The Changing Arcic Landscapes”
Peter addressed what he called Generaions of Arcic Urbanism, divided into periods of inﬂuence
from various actors and interests:
1. ‘Paradise’ in the North
2. Technocraic urbanism
3. Sorening the North
4. Climaic ciies
5. Place-speciﬁc urbanism
There was a high modernist period in the 50s and 60s especially in Russia, when many people were
housed in modernist buildings. This led to a ‘sorening of the north’, in what Peter calls the third face
in this development, linked to the idea that northern seolements should aoract southerners and
workers to come to the north to take part in economic development
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During the fourth phase, the crea(on of Arc(c urbanism and clima(c ci(es, ciies were supposed to
become great and aoracive places to live in, and winter should become an asset. There is a lot of
literature from this period proposing ways for people to enjoy the outdoors, places for social life and
aciviies in the north, and there were plans for fesivals to celebrate winter. Peter claims that we are
entering the ﬁrh period, called Place speciﬁc urbanism, which is not yet design-speciﬁc.

‘The Arcic Edge’. The unique site between city and subarcic nature provides opportuniies for a new
connecing urban space in the form of an Arcic experimental arboretum (Image: Femke Peters)
History of Arc/c Urbanism
There are certain pervasive characteris/cs in the history of urban development across the Arc/c:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Indigenous people were urbanised and ‘modernised’
Social and economic development peaked when decolonisaion accelerated elsewhere
Large government development programmes
Central planning towards a permanent developed state.
Urban planning models were imported from the South
‘Sorening the North’ to aoract southern skilled workers and
Urban and technical development happened through pracical experimentaion
First: developing naional experise and technical soluions; Later: internaional knowledge
exchange
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Arc/c Urban design also developed over /me, and was inﬂuenced by various trends.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copy of southern architecture and urban design
Compact urban form for protecion, idenity and community
Avoiding underground seolements
Opening up towards nature
Living with nature and outdoor recreaion
Enclosed central communal and commercial spaces (‘climate-controlled shopping malls’)
Aoracing southerners that contribute to the local and naional economy
Protecing outdoor micro-climate produced by clustering buildings
Wind clearance of snow
The use of colour instead of vegetaion to improve the visual appearance of seolements
Special energy supply and distribuion systems (uilidors and district heaing systems)

In the 1970s and 80s, the internaional Arcic as a region emerged with the establishment of
knowledge-sharing insituions, and we could see an Arcic urban design emerging. Ideal models of
modern ciies were implemented in the territory, but there is a need to balance between being overspeciﬁc and over-general when learning from other locaions – both within and outside the region..
Architects are oren aoracted to radical soluions that reﬂect the extreme climate, but they oren
ignore the situaion of the ground and the desires of local populaions.
One example is the design of UNIS in Svalbard.

UNIS, Svalbard, Architects: Jarmund & Vigsnæs
We can see the inspiraion from the wind and snow in the building, but it is not so well situated in the
local community. The exoiﬁcaion of the Arcic landscape is a licence to ignore the complexiies of
urbanism and local communiies. This can be seen as a tension in the Arcic urbanism.
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Today: Remaking the Arc/c City
•
•
•
•
•
•

Many seolements are misplaced in terms of economic acivity, and closed industries have
depopulated towns
Smaller communiies are shrinking, while larger towns and ciies are growing (AHDR, 2014)
Ciies are becoming less Arcic: New centrality as ‘Capital(s) of the Arcic’
Learning from the past: Acknowledging the terrain, social condiions, informaliies and
futures of city building in a transforming region
Dangers of neo-colonialism (considering the Arcic as being on the brink of a ’state change’)
Balancing ‘over-speciﬁc’ and ‘over-general’

Arc/c Urban Spectacular
There are tensions in Arcic urbanism today
1. Utopian: Between architectural visions and actual city-building
2. Postcolonial: Between state interests and local and indigenous rights, culture and poliics
3. Ecological: Between prisine ecosystem and contemporary urbanism
4. Provisional: Between camps and permanent ci(es
5. Experimental: Between laboratory and everyday lived space
We see an urbanism of challenges( Climate change etc) in the Arcic Region.

Longyearbyen today: An ‘Ordinary’ Town in the Arc/c
If we look at Longyearbyen, this is now an «ordinary» town in the Arcic, understood as a modern
town managing the everyday life in an everyday environment.
Plans and design shir from climate to climate- but it may not be the climate that is the most
determining factor of Arcic communiies, but rather their remoteness. This also makes the ciies of
the Arcic less exoic.
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Annlaug Kjelstad, Longyearbyen Local Council (Longyearbyen Lokalstyre)

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
Keynote Presentaion: Living on Svalbard - past, present, and future
by Annlaug Kjelstad
Head of Department, Planning & Building Permits
Introduc/on
Longyearbyen has a young democracy and the Lokalstyre, established in 2002, is sill in its early days.
This means that organisaional issues are sill evolving, much the way a teenager is sill searching.
Svalbard has a very speciﬁc context and is framed by the Svalbard Treaty, the Svalbard Law, the
Environmental Protecion Act etc. Planning in Longyearbyen is therefore both the same and diﬀerent
from other places. The area covers 241 km2 and includes the city, areas for cabins, areas for dog
kennels, research, and cultural and recreaional areas.
Planning in Longyearbyen is based on the 2013 Local Community Plan and the 2017 Land-use Plan.
More informaion can be found at hops://www.lokalstyre.no/planportal.486268.no.html .
The main issues that were ideniﬁed in the Community Planning were:
- local democracy
- work and business
- nature and environment
- urban development (given Arcic se•ng, must not only be aoracive but also safe)
- public services
- infrastructure and logisics, including energy producion
- culture and leisure (access to nature, culture and sports)

Longyearbyen today is an urban village in an Arcic se•ng. Longyearbyen is how it is today because
of the history it has. It is both a small place (populaion of about 2,300) and a place with
internaional dimensions. There is a high degree of turnover in the populaion and certain issues are
symptomaic of much larger ciies.
It is also oren seen as a ‘climate place’ and not a normal place, which brings with it a certain number
of issues in terms of planning. Longyearbyen is growing slowly in terms of populaion (and is
expected to maintain its current size).
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Current tensions come from various factors including: a growing number of younger children;
increasing non-Norwegian, short-term workers; lack of housing for people in the growing tourism
sector and/or other small companies (Ed Note: companies without company-owned housing for their
workers).
There are many cultural aciviies, restaurants and pubs in Longyearbyen, but there is also a need for
outdoor spaces that are good for children in an Arcic se•ng.
Planning for the future is based on exising reports and theses. The demographics and living
condiions of various members of the community must be monitored more regularly in order to
understand what the impacts from changes in the community and new developments are. At the
same ime, it may not be necessary for the Lokalstyre to know all about cause of change if they know
about the eﬀects and impacts and can react accordingly. Given this, what are the ways that the
Lokalstyre can work with the social scienists in order to be most eﬀecive? The Lokalstyre needs to
be able to react to issues that exist, not to know the root cause. The challenge is to manage problems
eﬀecively in the immediate term.
At the same ime, there is a need to know more about climate change and how that aﬀects us as
individuals and as a society. Perhaps here planners and researchers can help make scenarios that will
give the poliicians the informaion they need in order to make the policies that will treat the very
real issues Longyearbyen is currently facing.
Looking toward the future, Longyearbyen will coninue to be shaped by the frames it already has as
well as by naional interests. There are quesions about more/new regulaions and control over
people and nature/environment. The ongoing changes in the demographic will impact how the
community works, but in what ways? The recent elecion has also brought in new poliicians and
alliances and may very well bring in new direcions and decisions.
Other future challenges that need to be addressed are: climate change impacts on the built
community and town infrastructure; what kinds of public services Longyearbyen can oﬀer. In order to
do this, planning will have to be based on facts and research - both in the natural and social sciences.
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Session 2 «Current Research Projects»
In session 2, ongoing and recent projects and research were
presented by acive members of the SSSI and invited
speakers.
Associa/on of Arc/c Expedi/on Cruise Operators , AECO.
Edda Falk, communicaion oﬃcer in AECO - Associaion of
Arcic Expediion Cruise Operators presented the ongoing
work and engagement of AECO. AECO is an internaional
associaion for expediion cruise operators operaing in the
Arcic and others who support their vision of responsible,
environmentally friendly and safe tourism in the Arcic.
One of the latest aciviies of the organisaion is the Opimal
Balance project, a collaboraion between AECO, Visit
Svalbard and Norwegian Insitute for Nature Research, NINA.
The project was funded by Svalbard Environmental
Protecion Fund. The focus of the project was to understand
the opimal balance between Impact and beneﬁts of tourism
at Svalbard, and considering environment, safety, economic,
cultural and social aspects.
Photo: Lisbeth Iversen

The main objecives of the Opimal Balance Project are:
● The Svalbard Cruise Study( en studie )
A survey of cruise tourism and the economic value for Svalbard, Led by AECO and Visit Svalbard
● Mapping exising research
A desk study of available relevant research on tourism in polar areas, led by NINA
● Research Workshop
The objecive of the workshop in Longyearbyen was to idenify relevant research needs. The
workshop was led by Visit Svalbard, AECO and NINA.
The goal of the Opimal Tourism Balance Workshop was also to discuss, deﬁne and pitch research
Projects that can help Svalbard to ﬁnd the opimal tourist balance.
The workshop with more than 50 paricipants took place in Longyearbyen on September 11-13, 2019,
and was organisering by AECO, Visit Svalbard and NINA. A workshop report will be issued.
The cruise study Svalbard; an examinaion of the economic impact of cruise tourism( expediional
and convenional cruise) in Svalbard, was published in August 2019 the collaboraion between Visit
Svalbard and AECO. Here they address passenger spending and operator spending, and the economic
contribuion of both Expediion Cruices and Convenional Cruises. The report reveals that Expediion
Operators and passengers spent 5,2 imes more in total per passanger than Convenional Cruises. The
report also showed that the economic contribuion of Cruise Tourism in Svalbard is 110 million NOK.
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Dina Brode-Roger, KU Leuven

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Dina Brode-Roger presented her PhD project enitled ‘Longyearbyen, Svalbard: Idenity in Change’
which looks at issues of Idenity of Place within the context of a changing climate.
The project is hosted in Cultural Studies at KU Leuven and as an external PhD in Arcic Technology at
UNIS. Based in Longyearbyen, ‘Idenity in Change’ uses muliple methodologies and frameworks
(referred to in the project as ‘lenses’) to examine located subjeciviies as expressed in the many
parial perspecives that consitute the community of Longyearbyen and in the varied imaginaries
projected onto it from outside the community. The project looks at issues of local idenity,
sustainability, policy, media representaion and the geographical and geopoliical signiﬁcance of the
territory within the context of a changing climate. Each of the 7 lenses, ideniﬁed through a booom
up approach during ﬁeldwork, examines a diﬀerent aspect of Place and Place-Making: Ethnography place as a lived experience; Science - place as an object of study; Geopoliics - place as a space that
can be controlled, contested, created; Media - representaion of place and the role of the Imaginary;
Tourism - place as a product, an experience to be consumed; Heritage - the materiality of place and
space through ime; and Art - place in process / processing place. By using muliple lenses, the
project aims to uncover a few of the many entangled layers of Place.

Lisbeth Iversen, NERSC
Lisbeth Iversen, connected to the Nansen
Environmental and Remote Sensing Senters,
NERSC presented her ongoing work. Important
research topics are ; Sustainable development and
democracy, Stakeholder engagement, co-creaion,
placemaking, place-leadership and placemanagement and paricipatory processes, as well
as knowledge-based planning, combining topdown with booom-up approaches. Through the
Horizon 2020 funded project INTAROS (Integrated
Arcic Observing Systems), and as a co-leader of
INTAROS WP4; Community-based monitoring, she
is responsible for the ongoing case study in
Longyearbyen, Svalbard, since 2016.
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Through community-based observing and paricipaion, the project aims to enhance community
based observing programs for paricipatory research and capacity-building in the Arcic.
The project Useful Arcic Knowledge - Partnership for Research and Educaion (UAK) funded by the
INTPART program, is closely connected to the work in the INTAROS project, also with Svalbard as one
of the cases. The overarching goal of UAK is to build and maintain strong partnership between
educaional and research insituion in Norway, USA and Canada. A research school was arranged in
December 2018 in Longyearbyen, and a workshop with local stakeholders was part of the program.
The latest funded project connected to the work in Longyearbyen, is CAPARDUS,(Capacity-building in
Arcic technology and data uilisaion to support sustainable development), and will start in February
2020.
Lisbeth presented her ongoing PhD Project( 2017-2021.) which is addressing «A holisic & proximal
approach to sustainable urban – and place led development», with a focus on mobilizaion of people
and cultural resources, undertaking an analysis of methods and tools connected to civil society
mobilizaion, paricipaion and democracy in sustainable urban development. Public Sector PhD with
Arendal municipality in collaboraion with Oslo School of Architecture & Design (AHO) as the
graduaing insituion, and NIBR/OsloMet co-supervising.

Eva Kotašková, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic

Eva Kotaskova is a doctoral student at the Masaryk
University, Brno, Czech Republic. She presented her PhD
project “Enacing Environment on Svalbard Archipelago”.
The central aim of this project is to understand the
character of relaional pracices that consitute the
experiences in Svalbard’s environment within the guided
tours. Aoenive to both the socio-economical context of
developing tourist industry and the materiality of
human-environment relaions, this project aims to
contribute to the ongoing discussions within the
anthropology of the Arcic, tourism, and environment, as
well as the non-human agency. Guided tours provide the
staring point of the analysis focused on the character of
the human – environment relaions on Svalbard. While
these relaions have been thoroughly discussed in the
context of indigenous communiies, the research will also
relate to these discussions focusing on how the
narraives and pracices of relaions are formed with and
in the absence of indigenous presence.

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
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Ilan Kelman, UCL, London

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Ilan Kelman, PhD, presented the project Norway-Russia Disaster Diplomacy in the High North and
Arcic funded by the Research Council of Norway's NORRUSS (Norway-Russia) programme 1
December 2018 – 30 November 2019. This project uses Norway-Russia relaions on, for, and around
Svalbard to examine how disaster-related aciviies might be used, or should not be used, more in the
Arcic and the High North to foster peaceful links between Norway and Russia. Scenarios being
explored include epidemics, oil spills, and nuclear material release. The new theoreical work will be
(i) exploring informal connecions, networks, and aciviies for disaster-related aciviies; (ii)
determining which documented collaboraion is real and which is for show; and (iii) considering
connecions between local and bilateral work. The new empirical work will be (i) the original case
study of Arcic disaster diplomacy for Norway-Russia relaions with respect to Svalbard and (ii) the
three scenarios, as described above, although a strong baseline of work exists already for oil spills
which will built on.

Eva la Cour, Gothenburg University
Par/cipated via SKYPE:
Eva la Cour PhD at Valand Academy of Art,
Gothenburg University, SE, presented her
pracice-based arisic research project The
Figure of the Guide: Media(ng the Arc(c
Terrain. Designed as a ime-space in which an
audio-visual work-in-progress is repeated and
reﬁned, the project challenges coninuous
portrayals of the Arcic terrain as wild, natural
spaces outside society, while aoending
especially to the region’s neo-colonial locaion
in the context of environmental crisis. The
project’s focus is the guide as pathﬁnder and
mentor in landscapes of both social and natural
stories, and how temporary Svalbard
communiies are consituted in the mix of these
overlapping stories.

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
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Bridging anthropological debates on pracice and the construcion of knowledge – allowing for
quesions about skill, posiion, environment and infrastructure to emerge – with the use of
collaboraive live-ediing, the research more precisely explores the ﬁgure of the guide in relaion to
diﬀerent funcions of authorship, and tool to analyze and produce a shir in focus from representaion
to mediaion. The work is not classical ethnography, but deeply ethnographic in the sense of drawing
from learning experiences on Svalbard since 2011.

Alexandra Meyer, University of Vienna

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
Alexandra Meyer is a doctoral student at the University of Vienna and a project collaborator in the EU
project Nunataryuk: Permafrost thaw and the changing Arcic coast, science for socioeconomic
adaptaion. She presented her PhD project “The Societal Impacts of a Changing Environment in
Longyearbyen, Svalbard: An Ethnography of Arcic Change”. The project is guided by the quesion:
what are the impacts of environmental change on Longyearbyen, and how does the community
perceive and respond to these changes in the context of economic restructuring? The overarching
topic is thus the combined eﬀects of economic restructuring and environmental changes. In relaion
to this, Alexandra explores how the high transience of Longyearbyen’s populaion inﬂuences people’s
aoachment to place and percepions and responses to environmental changes. The built
environment is the interface between environmental changes and local communiies, and urban
planning and development are important tools for community responses to current and projected
climaic changes. As one entry point for examining impacts, percepions of and responses to change,
the project focuses on the built environment, urban planning and development. Alexandra is a social
anthropologist and the project is based on in total one year of ethnographic ﬁeldwork in
Longyearbyen, using qualitaive methods such as interviews, paricipant observaion, in addiion to a
quanitaive survey.
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Cecilie Vindal Ødegaard, University of Bergen

Cecilie Vindal Ødegaard presented her
research in the project “Place-making,
ownership, and enactments of sovereignty in
imes of climate change”, iniiated in May
2019. She presented her interest in the
making of place in Longyearbyen in the
transiion from coal mining to tourism and a
changing climate, where she seeks to explore
four diﬀerent, but interconnected,
dimensions of place-making: 1) Work and
housing, with a focus on the challenges and
dilemmas of housing and house ownership in
a context of economic and climaic change; 2)
Ownership structures and the re-structuring
of state ownership; 3) Enactments of
Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková
“Norwegian presence” through exploraions of
the changing role of Store Norske and the
management of mining infrastructures; and 4) Post-mining imaginaries exempliﬁed by ongoing
experiments with a circular economy and the dismantling of the Svea and Luncke•ell mines. Cecilie
will conduct several periods of short-term ﬁeldwork in Longyearbyen unil 2023, relying primarily on
expert interviews conducted both in Longyearbyen and on the mainland.

Andrian Vlakhov, Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
Post-industrial development of Russian mining towns at
Svalbard: a community study
Andrian Vlakhov is Senior Lecturer with the Higher School of
Economics in Moscow, Russia. His research project carried out
since 2013 aims to bridge the social science gap by
systemaically describing the Russian community (or, to be more
accurate, communiies) in Svalbard. He has been using
paricipant observaion, in-depth interviews, social networks
monitoring and media analysis to trace and capture the process
of post-industrial transiion taking place in Barentsburg and
Pyramiden during the last few years.
He analyzes the structure of the local community, its take on the
town development, and the strategies of industrial and nonindustrial futures used by actors at diﬀerent levels.
Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
What futures do these actors envision for the town of Barentsburg and
why? How do they use and produce narraives relaing to the past, in their eﬀorts to build new
futures and why? How do they use the built environment of Barentsburg in their strategies and why?
What values do the legacies of a century of Russian mining operaions represent to these actors and
why – economic, cultural, geopoliical? My research builds on wrioen documents, interviews,
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coninuous paricipant observaion and the documentaion of built environments from the period
(2001–2019).

Zdenka Sokolickova, UiO

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen
Zdenka Sokolickova PhD presented her two year long project enitled boREALIFE: Overheaing in the
high Arcic, started in February 2019, funded by the EU and hosted at the Department of Social
Anthropology, University of Oslo. The project is mentored by Thomas Hylland Eriksen and it’s focus
lies in accelerated change (overheaing) in terms of environment, economy and culture and idenity,
in Longyearbyen, Svalbard. The methods used are paricipant observaion during long term ﬁeldwork,
and in-depth narraive and expert interviews. Zdenka is interested in ﬁnding out more about the
percepion of changing environment, the percepion of economic shir from coal mining to global
tourism, belonging to the place and level of integraion. The very term „local community“ is being
contested in her research and she is also looking into the „Svalbard dilemma“, namely the clashing
environmental, economic and ethical concerns of people living in Longyearbyen.
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Ulrich Schilberg-Dipl.-Ing. Ass.

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Ulrich Schildberg talked about structural changes in old mining areas through a comparison of past
the past and future of the two regions Svalbard and the Ruhr Area, both based on mining. He
addressed the quesion what could be the right strategy for the development of those regions arer
the end of coal-mining. His main quesion of research is if science and tourism will be the future for
these areas.
The staring point of his thesis is that both regions were developed on the basis of coal. Before coal
Svalbard was uninhabited and the Ruhr area was only a rural region. Urban development was
organized by the mining companies. He will look into what could be the reason for further existence
arer the end of coal, especially for Svalbard with no indigenous populaion? Ulrich was showing
examples of monuments, like the Zollverein World-Heritage-mine in Essen and the mines in
Longyearbyen. Examples of seolements like the miners-seolement in Gelsenkirchen and the miners
-seolement in Nybyen are organized in diﬀerent ways, and represent diﬀerent architecture and
culture. He also pointed at similariies like the establishment of universiies and research aciviies in
both regiones, with the new university in the former mining-town of Kamp-Linnort, and UNIS in
Longyearbyen. Ulrich is going to coninue his research on similariies and variaions in these to
regions, and look into what could be possible futures for both of them.
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Young-Sook Lee, UiT

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Young-Sook Lee (PhD in Sociology), Professor in Tourism Management, presented her work on Arcic
tourism since relocaing to UiT The Arcic University of Norway from Australia in 2014. With fast
changing Arcic in environmental, poliical and socio-cultural aspects, tourism is becoming more and
more prominent as the next industry following the extracive industry in the Arcic regions, a trait
also apparent in Svalbard. She gave an account on the ﬁrst book on Arcic tourism, of which she was
the leading editor and published in 2017 enitled as Arcic Tourism Experiences: Producion,
Consumpion and Sustainability. As the ﬁrst dedicated volume on Arcic tourism, the book
invesigated the characterisics that are shared and diﬀereniated between tourism at global and
Arcic scales. In total, 20 chapters covered both European and North American Arcic desinaions,
illustraing various socio-cultural, markeing and management issues related to Arcic tourism. The
second book on Arcic tourism was also introduced, which will focus on Asian consumpion on Arcic
desinaions. Asia, as the world´s biggest consumers, marks its presence in the fast-growing Arcic
tourism and the new tourists´ consumpion behaviours and its theoreical framework will be covered
in the second book.
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Session 3 «Community-based Research on Svalbard:
Deﬁning Needs and Strengthening Coopera/on»

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková & Lisbeth Iversen
Session 3 addressed the strategic objecive of strengthening collaboraion between inhabitants, the
local community, private sector, architects and planners, and individual researchers and potenially
also research insituions. Both Norwegian and foreign insituions that are involved in social science,
humaniies and arts research aciviies in Svalbard were addressed.
Session 3 was moderated by Dina Brode-Roger and Laura Fergusson in collaboraion with Annlaug
Kjelstad (Longyearbyen Local Council)
In this session with the topic «Idenifying Needs for Local Research and Strengthening Cooperaion»,
the issue of research that inﬂuences and involves local community was addressed as well as possible
ways of establishing cooperaion between the SSSI and local communiies and stakeholders on
Svalbard. It was organized as a plenary session with a panel where all paricipants were invited to
spontaneously contribute to the discussion arer opening statements of the panelists and the
introducion of key topics by the facilitators. The panel was composed of Annlaug Kjelstad, Head of
the Planning Department at Longyearbyen Lokalstyre, Edda Falk, AECO, Peter Hemmersam, Oslo
School of Architecture and Design (AHO), Lena Cappelen Endresen (Norwegian Research Council),
and moderated by Dina Brode-Roger (SSSI) and Laura Ferguson (SSSI).
Longyearbyen Lokalstyre sees the current social science acivity in Longyearbyen as a resource, and is
supporive of collaboraion with social scienists and the SSSI. Lokalstyret would like to see social
scienists talking to the local communiies to gain an understanding of the current issues of local
importance instead of „guessing“ the community’s research needs, and to connect to exising
research. Ideally, social scienists and the SSSI should contribute to creaing knowledge that can serve
as a basis for fact-based decision making and policies. While researchers oren look at the causes of
problems, local authoriies oren look for and needs solu/ons to problems. From the perspecive of
local authoriies, it is always useful to learn about eﬀects and impacts in order to plan beoer for the
future. However, not all social science is relevant for planning and other way around.
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Whereas issues of importance to the community are current, academic research is oren planned well
in advance and not able to react so fast to changing circumstances and emerging topics. From the
perspecive of the researchers, both good /me planning and funding are vital. Funding schemes do
not always correspond to communiies’ research needs.
A representaive of AECO menioned that tourism on Svalbard is ge•ng a lot of media aoenion. The
negaive eﬀects of tourism are well known and may in some cases lead to stronger regulaions and
even the closing of areas for tourism. It is hence in the industry’s own interest to operate in a
responsible and sustainable way. AECO is trying to think long-term and welcomes collaboraion with
scienists working on related topics that can assist the company to act in a sustainable way.
Researchers planning to work on Svalbard should get involved with local stakeholders and
communiies at an early stage.
A representaive of the Norwegian Research Council added that the pracice needs to learn from the
research, but the cooperaion is fruinul also the other way round. User engagement, user crea/on,
and co-produc/on are crucial in contemporary social science research and most oren a prerequisite
for receiving funding. All the projects that were presented during Session 2 are externally funded and
it is a good sign that LL is willing to help idenify potenial research quesions.
Some barriers for conduc/ng social science research on Svalbard were discussed. In this regard, the
lack of an insituional base for social scienists on Svalbard and the lack of work spaces and housing
were addressed. Social scienists must hence look for other soluions, e.g. individual contracts as
visiing PhD-students at UNIS, using the library as a place to meet and for events, etc. Virtual meeing
spaces for sharing and meeing and connecing people (such as Arcic Drinks and Discussions FB
group) were menioned as possible soluions.
When ﬁnding ways of collaboraing between social scienists and the local community, we should
look into already exising pracices. LL cooperates with the Department of Arcic Technology and
Arcic Geology at the University Centre in Svalbard (UNIS) on topics related to avalanches and
permafrost. Maybe such a cooperaion could also be developed in the social sciences? Lokalstyret is
in the process of ﬁnding an agreement with the University of Tromsø (UiT) for cooperaion and
knowledge exchange and creaion regarding social issues (probably more through quanitaive
research methods). The SSSI joining in on this cooperaion and also including more qualitaive
approaches would be welcomed by all paricipants.
One of the basic strategies agreed upon is to make research accessible and the outcomes openly
available. This would also help avoid research faigue, overlapping and over-researched topics. The
SSSI should play a leading role in keeping an overview over researched topics, ongoing research, and
community needs. In this regard, it is important to make use of already exising infrastructure, such
as the Research in Svalbard (RiS) database or the Planportal on Lokalstyret’s website. When we
browsed online the webpage of LL which included numerous reports and documents potenially
useful for researchers, it was obvious that the content available in Norwegian is substanially richer
than the content accessible in English. We brieﬂy discussed how useful it would be if there were one
website or online plakorm where open access journal aricles, book chapters and monographs
relevant to Svalbard would be accessible. Such a planorm could be used also for sharing research
ideas.
Furthermore, local outreach and dissemina/on is of major importance. The SSSI should ensure that
research conducted on Svalbard is also discussed with and communicated back to the local
communiies. A space in Longyearbyen for exhibiing ongoing research and research results (on
posters etc.) would be useful in this regard. The library could serve as such a space. Possibly
Lokalstyret could rent a space somewhere for exhibiing research and results? A virtual meeing
space, such as Arcic Drinks & Discussions on Facebook, was also brought up as a possibility. Research
should furthermore be exhibited in public presentaions.
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Outreach and disseminaion could be achieved also by establishing cooperaion with Svalbard
Seminaret, or invening a similar tradiion for presening social science research. Again, the library
could be a place to have these presentaions. Another form of outreach is to visualize research
results. Here social scienists should strive for cooperaion and collaboraion with architects and
urbanists (AHO, DOGA) who can assist in visualizing research.
The SSSI should strive for holis/c and integra/ve research that does not focus on speciﬁc topics in
isolaion, but takes into account the complex whole picture. Collaboraion between researchers
through the SSSI is one way of accomplishing this. As the presentaions in the previous session
indicated, most social science research on Svalbard is focusing on the local community level.
However, Svalbard is not demarcated by its borders, but extends to Oslo and beyond. Local poliics in
Longyearbyen are consituted within a very narrow framework that is decided by naional policies,
oren through top-down decision making. On the other hand, local poliicians in Longyearbyen have a
more direct connecion to the central government. Social scienists studying Svalbard should hence
work across scales and also “study up”, and conduct research among poliicians in Oslo and other
ﬁelds that have an impact on the local communiies in Svalbard. Furthermore, researchers should
look at how naional policies are being implemented on the local level.
Another point discussed was how to behave in the community in order to foster good cooperaion
and not to create inadequate pressure and research faigue (a point further discussed in the following
session). Here the importance of coordinaing research eﬀorts and connecing to exising projects, as
is precisely one of the intenions of the SSSI iniiaive, comes in. It was suggested to drar community
guidelines in terms of social science, humani/es & arts research which could be available on SSSI
and LL website and future researchers would be welcome to consult those when planning ﬁeldwork.
The LL representaive updated us on the current issues that local authori/es need more knowledge
about, e.g. top-down frameworks and how these impact Longyearbyen; new regulaions and their
impact on the local community (e.g. the plan to protect the area of nedre Adventdalen); design,
quality and characterisics of good public outdoor spaces in the Arcic; developing a tool for
monitoring and analysing a community in constant change (e.g. living condiions, costs, and control of
assets); and the gap between community needs and social service provision (especially of social
services aimed at children and youth). Another suggesion for further research was in terms of
human rights of people living in an internaional territory, or sustainability goals in the context of
Svalbard. This list of needs should be constantly updated and communicated to the SSSI, maybe
through the Website of Lokalstyret or the SSSI website.
The issue of sharing thoughts and inspiraion is related to the sharing of data, topics (possibly also
idenifying over-researched ones) and results. The SSSI should be used as a planorm for working
together on certain topics, for pooling the knowledge of individual researchers and the results of
diﬀerent projects. How to share and co-develop research quesions relevant to the local communiies
is also a challenging task. Lokalstyret’s list of quesions and needs should be used as a point of
departure for this process.
If we are serious about our will to share the results with the public and policy makers, we have to
bear in mind that execu/ve summaries wrioen in a language that avoids academic jargon are crucial.
It would be beneﬁcial for all paries if our research could help shape future policies and analyze/
develop future scenarios. How can research shape policy? One possibility is through creaing the
concepts (we describe the maoer and policy makers shape the measures to tackle it). The other
possibility is that disseminaion of research outcomes makes people who have poliical inﬂuence
more knowledgeable. One concrete way for engaging diﬀerent researchers, policy makers and the
local community on Svalbard would be through the method of scenario-building.
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As the AECO representaive admioed, non-academic stakeholders are always looking for applied
research and concrete outcomes to be used in decision-making process, whereas researchers oren
provide more philosophical and academic work. Through speciﬁc case studies research can be made
more graspable and locally relevant. In the context of Svalbard, it would be useful to describe how
climate change inﬂuences the communiies, whether the phenomenon of „climate ambassadors“
works, or how much pressure tourism puts on local infrastructure.
An academic reply to the comment of the business industry was that research certainly should be
useful, but it also should be cri/cal and ought not to be instrumental. Especially on Svalbard, social
science research is of extremely high interest to Norwegian central authori/es and a more lively
public debate should be triggered. Should SSSI boost the debate about Svalbard poliics and policy?
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Session 4 Community-based Research on Svalbard: Topics,
Methodologies and Theories
Group discussion: topics, methodologies and theory based on the outcomes of the discussions in Session 3
Moderated by Zdenka Sokolickova & Alexandra Meyer

Photo: Lisbeth Iversen & Zdenka Sokolíčková
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Session 4 Workshop

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková

Part 1: Group Discussion
The ﬁrst part of the workshop was based on
collaing what paricipants were aware of and
thinking of the emerging research topics and gaps.
Taking the form of a roundtable discussion with the
whole group, it mapped current and emerging
topics, ideniﬁed research gaps and explored the
methods being used and potenial methods not
currently in use that may be appropriate for
applicaion in social science research in Svalbard.
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A wide range of topics were listed as current topics, and these are presented in Table 1, below.
Topic

Notes/Elabora/on

Arcic tourism
Place-making

Booom-up and top-down

Shipping
Enactment of the environment
Media studies
Climate/environmental change

Impacts/responses/percepions

Structural change
Narraives and imaginaries
Idenity in change
Cultural heritage

Including industrial cultural heritage

Disaster studies

Diplomacy, risk reducion and response

Economic change
Landscape
Built environment

Architecture and urbanism

Internaional relaions/geopoliics
Human and environmental rights
Governance/government/co-creaion
Preparedness
Science studies
Legal issues
Outdoor spaces

Including nature use

History
Table 1: Social science topics currently researched in Svalbard.
It was highlighted that cruise tourism in the general sense is over-researched, and that research in
this topic should be designed to be more speciﬁc and have a narrower scope. There is sill valuable
research in this area to be conducted, but it must adopt a more reﬁned approach and study more
speciﬁc aspects in order to make new and more useful contribuions.
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The emerging topics are presented in Table 2.
Topic

Notes/Elabora/on

Resource extracion
Post-mining imaginaries
Children and living condiions
Level of services
Migraion and mobility
Capacity building
Space anthropology
Hybrid ideniies/statelessness

Including economic migrants

Recreaion

Including outdoor space quality

Ciizen science

Table 2: Emerging social science topics in
Svalbard.
The emerging topics feature strong
representaion of community services, to meet
Longyearbyen’s current and rapidly changing
demographics and their evolving needs.
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This is also evident in the research gaps that the group ideniﬁed, which are presented in Table 3.
Table 3: Svalbard’s social science research gaps.

Topic

Notes/Elabora/on

Health
Gender
Tools for analysing rapid social changes

The normal planning tools are not good enough
to respond to the rapid changes in Svalbard
socieies.

Urban futures
Changing world orders and power relaions

New power, new poliical/economic centres/
new consumers

Outdoor space quality
Energy policy
Conﬂicts with environmental protecion
Research on topics relaing to manual workers
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The discussion then developed from research topics to research methods, ﬁrst with a mapping
exercise to idenify the methods known to currently be used, the results of which appear in Table 4.
Qualita/ve

Quan/ta/ve

In-depth interviews

Surveys – live and online

Focus groups

Mapping

Paricipatory observaion

Satellite data (e.g. ship tracking, snowmobile
tracking)

Mapping

Analysis of secondary data (e.g. exising
staisics)

Acion research

Scenario building (this is an emerging method)

Visual methodologies (e.g. ethno-documentary,
photo elicitaion), physical embodiment;
ethnography and auto-ethnography, discourse
analysis)

Table 4: Social science research methods iden/ﬁed as
currently prac/ced in Svalbard.
Finally, Part 1 of the session concluded by looking to the
future of social science methods, through the exploraion
of methods of which paricipants are aware that may be
suitable for applicaion in the context of Svalbard social
science research.
The methods not currently being used are:
- Community monitoring (qualitaive and quanitaive)
- Mapping how people use and experience the spaces
- Experimental approaches combined with exising
methods (It was suggested that such methods might be
the most interesing methods we could apply.)
- Meta mapping of ongoing research projects (It was noted
that this exercise is a staring point for that.)
- Longitudinal studies and datasets
It is considered that these methods would add something
to the ﬁeld and hoped that researchers currently working
in Svalbard can be encouraged to diversify and adopt
them, or that researchers currently using them elsewhere
can be encouraged to apply in them in Svalbard.
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Part 2 – Breakout Groups

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková
For the second part of the workshop, paricipants divided into three breakout groups based on the
primary interest of each individual paricipant. These were:
Par/cipatory and community-based research – looking at issues including who the “community” is,
what interests are being considered or not being considered and why they are or are not, and
whether the community should inﬂuence the development of research projects.
Community impact – discussing long-term and short-term ﬁeldwork issues, and what and how can
we give back to communiies?
Fieldwork – exploring maoers surrounding research with the same people, barriers to ﬁeld research
in Svalbard, access to the ﬁeld, ﬁeldwork challenges and how to overcome them, and mistakes being
made and how to avoid them.
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The following are notes taken from the Fieldwork Breakout Group which elaborate on what was
wrioen on the board and presented at the end.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

(viii)
(ix)

Paricipant faigue is a major issue in social science research in Svalbard. It was, however,
speciﬁed that there is a diﬀerence between the same researcher going back year arer
year and cases of repeiive projects by diﬀerent researchers contacing the same
potenial paricipants. This was deﬁned as repeated contact vs. repeated solicitaion.
The former is considered a more acceptable pracice than the laoer. It was then
highlighted that the issue of paricipant faigue was an inevitable symptom of a high level
of research being conducted in a small community. It was suggested that perhaps more
social science that does not involve interviewing people could be conducted as an
alternaive. The maoer of a high turnover of residents in Svalbard was ideniﬁed as a
posiive aspect in the face of paricipant faigue, as it means fresh paricipants. However
there is also the negaive aspect of paricipants leaving too quickly for long-term studies.
It is diﬃcult to coordinate between researchers. Diﬃculies include issues relaing to
ethics, such as an inability to exchange contacts, with the result that researchers are
unaware of who in the community have already been interviewed on certain subjects. It
was also menioned that prior to SSSI there was a lack of knowledge on what other social
science research projects were being conducted in Svalbard – as well as nobody to share
the social science research in Svalbard experience with!
It was also considered that people, paricularly those outside of the SSSI, sill don’t
realise that a lot of research has already been done in Svalbard and that there is a
misconcepion of a lack of research there.
It was raised that there is too much media aoenion on Svalbard and it negaively impacts
social science ﬁeldwork. The media aoenion feels intrusive to people and may make
them less cooperaive when a researcher requests their paricipaion, so it is important
to explain to people that what we are doing is research and that it is diﬀerent from media
interviews/ﬁlming and will be conducted in a diﬀerent manner.
In terms of recruiing paricipants, some advice was given that it is more likely to succeed
through phone calls than email communicaion, which it was suggested is part of a
cultural factor.
A logisical barrier to ﬁeldwork is the lack of housing and oﬃce space. This contributes to
people doing less and shorter ﬁeldwork, and also in Barentsburg a lack of supplies was
cited as a related issue.
There is also a language barrier for non-Norwegian/non-Russian/non-Thai speakers in
conducing research in those communiies. It was speciﬁed that the Thai community is
paricularly excluded from research. Related to this are cultural barriers, if researching
among a culture diﬀerent from your own.
Another excluded group that was ideniﬁed is manual workers, partly because they are
more diﬃcult to establish communicaion with.
Finally, it was noted that it has been proven by experience to be easier to make contact
with and get paricipaion from women than men, so there is also a gender bias in social
science research in Svalbard that could lead to the research output being more reﬂecive
of the paricipatory community than the geographic community as a whole and skew the
results.
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Wrap-up and session 5 with ac/on points for the future
This session was an open discussion for SSSI members and those who wanted to stay and take part in
reﬂecions on future collaboraion, on organizaional issues related to the SSSI, and how the SSSI
could provide support and guidance to social science, humaniies and arts researchers interested in
future work on Svalbard. This session was moderated by Lisbeth Iversen.

Photo: Zdenka Sokolíčková
During the wrap-up all paricipants gave a short reﬂecion on the workshop or a closing statement. In
the house-keeping session organizaional issues and the agenda of the SSSI, as well as future
aciviies, were discussed and agreed upon.
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Setng the agenda for the SSSI:
●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●

●

The already exising communica/on between the SSSI and the local community should be
upheld and strengthened to ensure the local relevance of social science research on Svalbard.
The SSSI should strive for community-based and locally relevant research, and at the same
ime remain cri/cal.
Science-communicaion, dissemina/on, and outreach were important topics during the
workshop and ideniﬁed as areas the SSSI should focus more on in the future. The SSSI should
work further on facilitaing both virtual and physical disseminaion.
The variety of projects presented during this workshop shows the mul/ple perspec/ves of
Svalbard social science research and the importance of exploring communiies on Svalbard
from diﬀerent angles.
The SSSI should work across scales. The focus on the local community scale should be
complemented by studying up and focusing on naional and internaional scales. The next
SSSI workshop should hence both zoom in and zoom out: working in-depth on speciﬁc topics
but also contextualize these within broader frameworks.
The SSSI should not solely focus on Longyearbyen. Our newest members study the Russian
seolements. Comparisons between the diﬀerent seolements on Svalbard are encouraged.
The SSSI should coninue with the mapping of exis/ng and ongoing research and the
ideniﬁcaion of research gaps. This meta-mapping should be made publicly available,
through the SSSI website and maybe in the form of a report/aricle.
The SSSI should make an eﬀort to facilitate social science and humani/es research on
Svalbard and encourage UNIS and Ny Aalesund to accept all researchers who need to be
present in Svalbard in order to carry out their research.
The SSSI should use the exising connecions to and collaboraion with AHO and DOGA to
visualize research and ﬁndings.

Concrete next steps:
●
●

●

●
●

●
●

The SSSI will become an associaion (“forening”).
The SSSI will facilitate community-based workshops on Svalbard. Upcoming in February 2020
is a public presentaion of ﬁrst results from three projects at UNIS, and a public workshop/
presentaion should be organized as part of the planned SSSI seminar in November 2020.
Speciﬁcally, the SSSI will apply for funding through the Svalbard Strategic Grant for a seminar/
workshop in Longyearbyen in November/December 2020. The workshop will consist of
sessions where the researchers work in-depth on speciﬁc topics and cases, working with texts
and analysis, and a public workshop for the presentaion and discussion of ﬁndings.
The SSSI will look into whether it could establish an IASSA working group.
This workshop report and the short presentaions will be made publicly available on the SSSI
website. A snapshot execuive summary of the report will be translated into diﬀerent
languages and disseminated both locally and throughout the scieniﬁc community.
The SSSI will create a mailing list intended to keep those interested in the network updated
on its aciviies.
The SSSI will look into beoer tools for internal communicaion and possibly move the website
to another host.
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List of Par/cipants:
Invited Speakers:
Thor Bjørn Arlov, NTNU/UNIS, NTNU
Thomas Hylland Eriksen, UIO
Peter Hemmersam, AHO
Annlaug Kjelstad, Longyearbyen Local Council,( Longyearbyen Lokalstyre)
From the SSSI-group:
Lisbeth Iversen, NERSC and AHO
Laura Ferguson, Queen's University Belfast
Alexandra Meyer, University of Vienna
Zdenka Sokolíčková, UiO
Dina Brode-Roger, KU Leuven
Cecilie Vindal Ødegaard, UiB
Eva Kotoskova, Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Andrian Vlakhov, Higher School of Economics, Moscow, Russia
Eva la Cour PhD, Gothenburg University, SE via Skype
Ulrich Schildberg
Other Par/cipants:
Ilan Kelman, UCL, London
Young-Sook Lee, UiT
Stein Sandven, NERSC
Edda Falk, AECO
Lena Cappelen Endresen, Forskningsrådet
Morgan Alexander Ip, AHO
Berta Morata, LTU,Sweden
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Svalbard Science Conference - POSTER SESSION

SSSI had a poster session at Svalbard Science Conference 2019
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